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Abstract: Faced with problems such as unordered expansion, inefficient utilization, and the decay
of old cities in the current urban development process, many scholars have considered introducing
land use mix as a coping strategy. However, due to a lack of understanding of the evolution process
and the theoretical connotation of land use mix, it fails to guide its role in practice. Therefore, this
study summarizes the theoretical evolution of land use mix from four levels: ideological evolution,
conceptual model, quantitative measurements, and influential factors and effects. It is found that
after decades of evolution, although the land use mix theory initially formed a certain theoretical and
methodological system, there are still some gaps or deficiencies that need to be filled or improved:
(1) the theoretical framework lags behind the needs of practice; (2) in the process of evolution, the
idea of modern land use mix has been given a deeper meaning; (3) the conceptual model still needs
to be further improved; (4) the influencing mechanism is still unclear.

Keywords: land use mix; ideological evolution; conceptual model; quantitative measure; influential
factor and effect

1. Introduction

The Industrial Revolution brought about a series of new urban problems, which
also prompted people to seek a new urban order [1–3]. At the International Congress of
Modern Architecture (CIAM) held in Athens in 1933, a new urban development strategy
based on the core principle of functional “zoning” was put forward, namely, the “Charter
of Athens” [4–6]. Under the guidance of the zoning approach, the living spaces in the
peripheral areas of cities were turned into modern dormitories, while the central areas
became dead urban areas [1]. In response to this situation, Jane Jacobs made far-reaching
criticism and suggested “mixed-use living spaces” as a solution for urban development [7].
During this period, people began to reflect on and criticize the modern functional theory of
urban development, discussing the combination of work, residence, entertainment, and
recreation units for mixed use so as to create an economic, diverse, and different solution
for cities [8,9]. With the advent of the information age, the urban functional structure in
the industrial age is also facing major changes, and SOHO (Small Office, Home Office)
has become a new way of working and living [10]. The COVID-19 pandemic gave a boost
to this lifestyle. This new lifestyle has blurred the boundary between work and life, and
with the blurring of this functional boundary, it has also spawned a demand for land use
mix [10].

In recent years, land use mix (LUM) has become one of the key principles of contem-
porary planning strategy, along with “smart growth” and “New Urbanism” [11]. A large
number of studies have shown that this type of urban development strategy has many ad-
vantages over urban expansion, including more effective land use, better accessibility, less
car dependence, and greener environments [12]. From the current development stage, the
development mode of land use mix can be divided into two categories: planning-oriented
mixing and non-planning-oriented mixing. The former is formed by the government with
the guidance of urban development planning policies and regulations, while the latter
is naturally formed due to practical needs [13]. The latter is the main form of land use
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mix, and only a few cities have the situation of mixed-use development guided by the
government through policies, which is also the case in China [13,14]. In general, research
on land use mix in China is still at the preliminary stage, and the various institutions
and regulations are not perfect. At the same time, the relevant theoretical research and
discussions are divorced from practical needs, which brings many difficulties to sustainable
urban development. Therefore, it is necessary to review the research progress of land
use mix in order to provide beneficial guidance for the future development of urban land
use mix.

Based on this, the purpose of this study is to figure out the development of urban land
use mix strategies through a literature review. Considering the local characteristics of urban
development, this study further reviews the land use mix strategy in China since the found-
ing of the People’s Republic of China. Through a comparative analysis, the characteristics
and shortcomings of China’s land use mix development would be clear. Specifically, this
study will first review the evolution process of LUM strategies worldwide and in China.
Secondly, the concept connotation of LUM is reconstructed, and a conceptual model is
proposed. Furthermore, the quantitative measurement system, influence mechanism, and
effect of LUM are summarized. Finally, this study will summarize the related research on
LUM and put forward a series of prospects.

2. Methodology

According to the context and framework, this study combs ideological evolution,
concept discrimination, quantitative measurements, influential mechanisms, and effects in
order to understand the situation of related research on land use mix (See Figure 1). (1) From
the perspective of ideological evolution, the guiding principle of urban development has
experienced two major transitions, from “mixing” to “zoning” and then from “zoning” to
“mixing”. (2) From the perspective of concept discrimination, the definition of LUM is still
vague at present, which hinders the overall development of this field to some extent [15].
By combing and reconstructing the concept of LUM, it can provide a necessary foundation
for subsequent research. (3) After clarifying the relevant concepts, this study will further
comb the existing LUM quantitative systems so as to provide a solid theoretical basis for the
improvement of the quantitative system. (4) In addition, there are not many related studies
on the mechanism exploration of the LUM phenomenon, which needs to be further refined.
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3. Literature Review
3.1. Ideological Evolution of LUM

In terms of the history of urban development and planning, the general aims have
been to reflect on the problems caused by human beings in past urban development and to
clarify the problems of “continuity” and “novelty” in future development [16]. Only by
understanding the evolution process of things can we better understand the present and
even predict the future. Therefore, it is necessary to sort out and summarize the evolution
of the LUM idea as follows:

3.1.1. Historical Development of the LUM Idea

The LUM phenomenon runs through the development process of human civiliza-
tion [17]. It was first used as the guiding principle of urban development in ancient Rome
in 700 BC. Before that, urban development in western countries had mainly followed the
guiding principle of functional “zoning” for thousands of years [9]. In ancient Rome, with
the rapid increase in the urban population, the mixed-use mode of integrated production
and residence appeared, which reached its heyday in the Middle Ages [14,18]. After the
Industrial Revolution, with the rapid increase in the number of private cars, a large number
of residents began to move from the city center to the suburbs in order to obtain a better
life and living environment. In this process, the disadvantages brought by LUM gradually
emerged. Therefore, urban researchers and decision-makers around the world began to
criticize the LUM idea and to regard “functional zoning” as the dominant idea of urban
development [9]. However, after decades of development, the idea of functional zoning
also began to face various new problems and challenges in urban development. In this
regard, many scholars and experts began to call for the return of the LUM idea [19]. In
general, the ideological evolution process of modern LUM is an upward spiral process of
“affirmation–negation–negation of the negation” [20].

1. From “Affirmation” to “Negation”

In the Middle Ages, the development of the LUM idea reached a peak in the early
period, and there appeared a large number of “shop residences”, “family workshops”, and
other mixing modes of production and residence [21]. In the 20th century, with the gradual
maturity of industrialization, the traditional mixing mode of the workshop economy
basically collapsed [22]. However, due to the lack of appropriate theoretical and practical
guidance, the urban functions were increasingly chaotic, which led to the deterioration
of the urban environment. In addition, the rapid increase in the number of private cars
also prompted a large number of urban residents to move out of the city center and settle
down in the suburbs [9]. In order to cope with these problems, scholars and experts turned
to the modern functionalism approach, that is, the functional “zoning” idea [14]. The US
Supreme Court’s landmark (1926) Euclid v. Ambler decision, at a time when zoning was a
relatively new concept, was the first major case on zoning, and it greatly promoted zoning
in cities and towns across the United States (including Canada and other countries). At
the same time, together with another case of the Supreme Court (1928)—“Nectow v. City
of Cambridge”, it laid an important foundation for subsequent zoning laws [23]. These
two cases had a profound impact on the development of urban space, especially forming a
huge restraining effect on the LUM [24].

In this context, at the International Association of Modern Architecture (CIAM) in
1933, Le Corbusier drafted and refined the Charter of Athens with the concept of functional
zoning, which classified urban functions into four categories: residence, work, recreation,
and transportation [6]. Based on this, cities would be divided into different regions for
living, working, and recreation and a communication network would be established among
these regions. This urban development mode, dominated by functional zoning, played a
positive role in alleviating urban problems at that time and also played a certain role in
improving the chaos caused by excessive urban land fragmentation [10,25].

In conclusion, the evolution from “affirmation” to “negation” at this stage was largely
due to the problems of LUM, which had started to appear [9]. During this period, the In-
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dustrial Revolution brought about rapid economic and social development, which basically
destroyed the traditional workshop economic mode. However, due to the lack of proper
guidance in urban planning and development theories, most urban developments were in
an unplanned and unordered state. In particular, the mixing of industry and residence led
to a series of health, traffic, and housing problems [10]. At the same time, after World War
II, with the great increase in private cars, a large number of residents began to move from
the city center to the suburbs for better living conditions. In this context, with the Athens
Charter of 1933 as the representative structure, scholars and experts began to put forward
far-reaching “functional zoning” ideas.

2. From “Negation” to “Negation of the Negation”

After World War II, the zoning-based urban development mode reached its peak. At
the same time, a series of new problems was gradually exposed, such as the loss of vitality
of urban diversity, the increase in traffic cost, the break in the traditional urban context,
and so on. In this regard, many scholars and experts had a lot of criticism. The criticism of
functional zoning came to a head with the 1961 publication of Jane Jacobs’s classic book,
“The Death and Life of Great American Cities”. She believed that urban development
should pay more attention to the needs of residents and explore the diversity of urban
land use and an effective mixture of functional uses so as to promote the stimulation of
urban vitality [7]. This book was an important basis for the modern revival of the LUM
idea. At the same time, some famous scholars of the same period also joined in and
criticized the disadvantages of functional zoning [26], with publications such as “Requiem
for Zoning” [27], “The Zoning Game” [28], “The Zoning Dilemma” [29], and “Land Use
without Zoning” [30].

Finally, the Charter of Machu Picchu was drafted at the International Association of
Modern Architecture in December 1977. In the face of new challenges of urban develop-
ment, some guiding principles of the Athens Charter were no longer appropriate, so it was
necessary to improve them accordingly [31,32]. The LUM idea had also become popular in
urban development worldwide. However, the modern LUM idea was to realize the harmo-
nious coexistence of different land uses or functions under the framework of functional
zoning. In contrast, the early LUM idea was a natural mixing state at the citywide scale.
However, LUM, in the modern sense, was the integration and coordination of different
land uses under the framework of functional zoning [17].

Since the 1960s, especially after the 1990s, the LUM idea has gradually developed into
one of the important prerequisites for sustainable urban development [33]. At the same
time, the principle of land use mix has gradually become an important part of many modern
urban development strategies. For example, the concept of the “Compact City” was widely
advocated by urban researchers and planners in European countries. In this concept, the
LUM principle was one of its three core contents [34]. Subsequently, the Smart Growth
Network proposed a mixture of residential and commercial land uses as one of the ten
principles of smart growth [35]. The charter of the Congress of New Urbanism also pointed
out that communities should be compact and mixed at the neighborhood level [36]. The
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also listed LUM as an important strategy
in healthy community environment proposals [37]. In addition, the American Planning
Association (APA) also believes that mixed-use livable communities should be developed,
which can promote efficient and sustainable land development and utilization and enhance
the diversity and vitality of urban residents’ lives [38,39].

In conclusion, in the early urban development practice of this stage, the idea of func-
tional zoning played a positive role in partially solving some contradictions in the city.
At the same time, the chaotic state of industrial-age cities was improved or avoided. As
industrial civilization reached its peak, new urban problems became increasingly promi-
nent, such as the endless outward sprawl of cities and the breakdown of urban contexts. In
this context, the Charter of Machu Picchu in 1977 put forward the idea of comprehensive
functional mixing on the basis of criticizing the thought of functional zoning [19]. In the
development of this stage, some scholars believe that it is a return from functional zoning to
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LUM [10]. However, according to the above literature review, this is not a simple “return”
but an upward spiral from “negation” to “negation of the negation”. That is to say, the
newly proposed modern LUM idea is a critical synthesis of the early LUM idea and the
functional zoning idea rather than a simple succession or return. Therefore, modern LUM
thought emphasizes the mixing of different uses or functions on the basis of functional
zoning [10].

3.1.2. Historical Development of the LUM Idea in China

The evolution of the LUM idea was basically similar to the situation worldwide,
but there was a certain time lag on the whole. The LUM idea in China first originated
from the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties, where the settlement spaces had the obvious
features of a production–housing mix [14]. A large number of studies have also found
that the ancient city of Chang’an (now Xi’an) was distributed into various urban spaces
with different functions, which were mixed and integrated [40]. It can be seen that urban
development at that time had already shown an obvious mixing state. In the Ming and Qing
dynasties, this kind of regulation became more mature and prosperous. At that time, Xi’an
not only had a large number of commercial functional spaces but also distributed many
administrative, educational, cultural, residential, and other functional spaces, forming a
mixed and diversified urban development space [41].

Although China has maintained the social form of mixed use, the “mixing” idea has not
been paid much attention by decision-makers and urban planners. Since 1949, the evolution
process of the LUM idea in China has basically had a similar spiral development process:

(1) Learning the “Soviet Model”: After the founding of New China in 1949, China
began to comprehensively adopt the Soviet model and set up a planned economic system
in an all-rounded way. The urban development in this stage generally emphasized indus-
trialization. In this process, the mode of the “Danwei-based Community” was developed
in China, which was inherited from the concept of the “Social Condenser” [42]. Urban
spaces were divided into “Danwei” cells, in which various functions were mixed [43]. In
essence, it was a mixed-use mode at the scale of local urban spaces, but a lack of planning
among these cells led to a series of problems, such as the fragmentation of the overall urban
layout [44].

(2) Introducing the functional “zoning” idea: In 1978, reform and open policies pro-
moted our country’s economy, achieving rapid development; China declared that it had
entered a new historical development period. Under this background, great changes took
place in China’s urban planning strategy. Since the issuance of Central Document No. 13
in 1978, the urban planning strategy, which had been stalled for many years, has been
revived. In order to adapt to the new development situation, the “zoning” strategy was
introduced [45]. It was pointed out that the main task of the zoning strategy was to realize
the balanced coordination of land resources.

(3) Raising the idea of land use mix: Since the 1990s, the LUM idea has attracted the
attention of domestic experts and scholars in the field of urban development [46]. The LUM
idea has become one of the important principles of urban planning and development [20].
In the 21st century, China’s urbanization development had begun to accelerate, which
caused many problems that needed to be urgently solved. In this regard, some experts
believed that the LUM could help reduce traffic pressure and improve the diversity and
vitality of central urban areas [47,48].

From the perspective of evolution paths, the development of the LUM idea at home
and abroad mainly has the following three characteristics (Figure 2): (1) Stage 1©was mainly
the “affirmation” of the LUM idea. With increasingly prominent negative impacts, experts
and scholars had reflected and criticized the idea, that is, the “negation” of the LUM idea.
Specifically, the LUM idea was rejected in the process of urban planning and management
around the world. (2) Facing increasingly new problems in urban development, many
scholars and experts began to reflect on the “zoning” principle and explore the revival of the
LUM idea. In the process of the gradual revival of the LUM idea, the functional zoning idea
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would also be further developed. (3) From the perspective of China, the development and
evolution of LUM were mainly concentrated in the 2© and 3© stages. After the 1990s, the
LUM idea was formally introduced into the planning field, which attracted the attention
of many experts and scholars. After nearly 20 to 30 years of exploration and learning,
the LUM idea in China began to be rapidly developed, and many provinces and cities
in developed regions began to take it as one of the guiding principles in the process of
planning preparations and revisions.
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3.2. Conceptual Model of LUM
3.2.1. Refining the LUM Concept

The expressions used for land use mix are mainly “mixed-use development”, “mixed-
use”, “mixed land use”, “land use mix”, “land use mixing” and “multifunctional land use”.
Among them, “mixed-use development” (including “mixed-use”) is the most accepted
term by scholars and experts and is also the basis of other related terms. According to
Rowley’s definition, mixed-use development is a multi-facet concept that mainly discusses
the pattern of spatial development. Specifically, it mainly includes the comprehensive
expression of the texture, density, and mutual permeability of urban functional spaces [49].
According to the “Mixed-Use Development Handbook” published by the Urban Land
Institute (ULI), mixed-use development is generally composed of three or more commercial
uses that are intertwined with each other and have good traffic permeability [50,51]. The
ULI’s definition emphasizes the integration of various land uses or functions to distinguish
the concept of diversity-based LUM.
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From the perspective of land use, some other scholars have also given definitions
of land use mix. For example, Handy et al. thought that LUM is the relative proximity
between different land uses in a certain area [52]. Ewing and Cervero believed that LUM
should focus more on the diversity perspective of land uses [53]. Other scholars have
claimed that LUM should be the interaction and integration between adjacent land uses or
functions within a certain area [35,54].

As mentioned above, there has been some ambiguity in terms of the LUM concept.
However, the consensus on the connotation expression of LUM can still be extracted.
Firstly, the core objectives of LUM are as follows: (1) to promote the release of the vitality
of the built environment in the city center; (2) to better serve the needs of citizens’ daily
life, production, and leisure; (3) and to improve the efficiency and intensification of land
use. As for the starting point and core connotation, experts and scholars in different
fields tend to have different emphases. On the whole, it can be divided into two types:
(1) Based on the perspective of spatial pattern and quantity proportion. To be specific,
the basic starting point of LUM is to explore the spatial pattern or texture and seek the
allocation proportion and distribution pattern among different land uses or functions.
As emphasized by Jane Jacobs in her book, diversity is an important prerequisite for
LUM [7]. In many cases, LUM measurement indicators are essentially diversity-based
indicators, such as Shannon diversity and Simpson diversity. Thus, the key to LUM lies
in the exploration of the spatial distribution and quantitative proportional relationship of
various land uses (functions) [52,55,56]. It also needs specific analysis according to social
and economic background conditions [57,58]. (2) Based on the perspective of interactivity
and integrity. From the essential connotation of land use mix, it is not enough to simply
consider the spatial distribution and quantity proportion of different land use types; it
is often necessary to go further on this basis, for example, considering the compatibility
between different land uses in the LUM context and thereby achieving the extension of
the diversity-based LUM concept [33,59,60]. For the needs of the daily travel of residents,
the permeability and connectivity between different land uses or functions within a region
should be emphasized [17,51].

3.2.2. Conceptual Models of LUM

In order to further understand the concept of land use mix, it is necessary to form a
conceptual model [17]. In this regard, Rowley first proposed a conceptual model, believing
that LUM was a multi-faceted concept that was mainly composed of three elements: urban
spatial texture, socioeconomic setting, and location [49]. Subsequently, Hopenbrouwer and
Louw extended the components of this model, including dimension, scale, texture, and loca-
tion [61]. This also provides an important theoretical basis for subsequent related research.

(1) Dimension

Initially, Rowley’s model focused on LUM in a specific dimension, that is, the mixing
situation between different land uses in the horizontal dimension [49]. Eric Hoppenbrouwer
and Erik Louw extended this model to form a multi-dimensional model with shared
premise dimensions, horizontal dimensions, vertical dimensions, and time dimensions [61].
The first scene is the mixed use of multiple land uses/functions in a specific location,
where different land uses or functions occur within the same space unit. For example, the
“family workshop” mode integrates production and living functions in the same space
to achieve shared mixing [14]. The second scene is the dimension of focus in Rowley’s
model, which mainly discusses the mixed-use between different land uses/functions on a
two-dimensional plane. The third scene is the mixed-use situation in the vertical dimension,
which usually refers to the mixed-use of multiple uses/functions on different floors in
a multi-story building. A typical example is the urban commercial complex [62]. The
last scene is the temporal dimension of land use mix, that is, a particular space unit is
used sequentially by two or more uses or functions. For example, the theatre is used as
a conference venue during the day and for screening films at night. Additionally, night
market streets or squares in many cities may be used as public transport roads or parks
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during the day. In short, LUM can be divided into four types: one-dimensional LUM,
two-dimensional LUM, three-dimensional LUM, and temporal LUM (Table 1).

Table 1. Dimension framework of LUM.

LUM
Dimension Object Spatiotemporal

Dimension
Alan’s
Model

Eric and
Erik’s Model Conceptual Diagram

Shared Premise
Dimension

A physical space unit or
functional unit 1-D

√
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From the above conceptual diagram, the first scene is the mixing of different uses or
functions at one “point”, and the second and third scenes are the mixing of uses or functions
at multiple “points” in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. As for the last
scene, although it is also a mixing pattern of one “point”, the difference is that the uses
or functions of different time dimensions, before and after the “point”, are mixed. From
the above conceptual diagram, the first case is the mixture of different uses or functions at
the same “point”, and the second and third cases are the mixture of uses or functions at
multiple “points” in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. As for the last
case, it is also a mixture of uses or functions at different times at the same “point”.

(2) Scale

Scale is also a crucial aspect in the study of land use mix. As one of the earliest
researchers in this field, Jane Jacobs advocated the discussion of land use mix at the
neighborhood scale in her book “The Death and Life of Great American Cities”. She
believed that the neighborhood is the basic unit for the daily autonomy and effective
operation of the city [7]. In contrast, Coupland focused on the scale of single buildings and
explored the mixing of different uses or functions inside the buildings as a complex [15].
Subsequently, Rowley defined four spatial scales in the LUM model: buildings, blocks,
streets, and districts/neighborhoods [49]. In this model, the scale of city-/townwide was
excluded because any city was necessarily mixed at the citywide scale. Hopenbrouwer and
Louw made some improvements to Rowley’s model and defined the scale as four types:
building, block, district, and city [61]. Some scholars have chosen the scale system in
the LUM study according to the local characteristics of specific countries. For example,
according to the characteristics of Indian cities, Bordoloi et al. divided the scale of LUM
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into three types: building, street, and ward [63]. Kong et al. used the community as
their research scale to explore the specific path of land use mix in the southern suburbs of
Changping, Beijing [64]. Compared with the administrative scale adopted by most studies,
some scholars also chose local scales accepted by the public. For example, Grant analyzed
the LUM situation of several Canadian cities from the perspectives of downtown and
suburb scales [33]. At the same time, this kind of local scale was also involved in Alan’s
model and Eric and Erik’s model, including: (1) city/town centers; (2) brownland sites;
(3) suburban/edge-of-town locations; (4) greenfield locations [49,61].

As mentioned above, the time dimension is also one of the important dimensions
in the discussion of land use mix, which mainly describes the situation where a certain
spatial functional unit has multiple uses or functions at different time points [10]. From
the perspective of time granularity, the frequency or time interval can be: 1 h, 24 h, one
week, one month, one quarter, one year, etc. [61]. Temporal amplitude can be used to
describe the duration of different uses or functions. Gehrke and Clifton et al. chose to
refer to the concept of temporal availability [65]. The accessibility of a functional unit in a
city is determined by its time availability [66,67]. In the temporal dimension, land use mix
refers to a kind of activity-related temporal availability, that is, different uses or functions
assign corresponding weights based on their respective opening hours, thus constituting
the temporal land use mix situation [68].

(3) Texture

The third key component in the LUM concept is the settlement texture. This point
was covered in Rowley’s model, and he believed that LUM was essentially an important
aspect of the internal texture of urban settlements [49]. It comes from three aspects: grain,
density, and permeability. Among them, grain refers to the mixing pattern of different uses
or functions. Roberts and Lloyd-Jones further defined grain as the size and division of
city blocks [69]. The second feature is density, which is mainly reflected by the number of
residents per unit area and is a key indicator of urban vitality [61]. Jacobs believed that
only by ensuring 100–200 residents per unit can urban vitality be effectively guaranteed [7].
The last feature, permeability, originated from the road network pattern of the city and
reflected the pedestrian movement of specific urban spaces. From this perspective, Eric
Hopenbrouwer and Eric Louw also made some improvements to their model. On one
hand, the first two feature elements of Alan’s model were kept: grain and density; on the
other hand, a new feature of “interweaving” was put forward to reflect the distribution
characteristics of different land uses/functions [70].

Based on the above, the spatial texture feature comparison of both Alan’s model and
Eric and Erik’s model are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of spatial texture characteristics of LUM conceptual models.

Texture Features Alan’s
Model

Eric and Erik’s
Model Description

Grain
√ √ Reflecting the mixing pattern between different

spatial functions

Density
√ √ Reflecting the number/proportion of

residents/uses/functions per unit area

Permeability
√

- Reflecting the pedestrian-friendly configuration
or traffic accessibility of urban space

Interweaving -
√ Reflecting the distribution/interweaving of the

functional elements of the city

3.3. Quantitative Measurements of LUM

Although many scholars and experts have tried to quantify the situation of land use
mix, no unified consensus has been formed so far, which also leads to the lack of effective
guidance in urban planning and decision-making [71]. According to existing studies, the
views on the LUM quantitative measurement can be divided into the following types: First,
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the diversity index is used to measure the LUM degree by referring to the relevant theories
of landscape ecology [61,71,72]; second, the interweaving index is adopted to measure
the degree of interaction among different land uses or functions from the perspective of
complementarity [73]; third, the compatibility index should also be emphasized for the
evaluation of LUM degree [74–77]. At the same time, Song et al. divided LUM measures
into two levels: integral and divisional [35]. The former mainly reflects the balance of
different land uses in the area as a whole, whereas the latter tends to reflect the evenness of
land uses among districts/areas, as follows:

3.3.1. Integral Measures

According to the definition, the integral measure is related to the distribution of land
uses or functions within the research scope. The first commonly used index is percent-
ages and proportions, which indicates the percentage or proportion of a specific land
use/function in a certain space. This index type can reflect the intensity of a specific land
use type. Hoek defined the mixing degree through the proportional relationship between
residential and non-residential building areas and carried out urban zoning based on it [78].
Some scholars have calculated the mixing degree through the proportion relationship be-
tween different land uses and functions [64,79]. Secondly, the entropy index is also one of
the most common LUM measures. This index can be defined as the relative percentage
of two or more land uses/functions within a certain space [80]. It reflects the balanced
distribution among different land uses/functions [11]. From the existing related stud-
ies, the LUM measure generally uses the entropy index to discuss the mixed land use of
built environments, thus providing important foundation preparation for further research
and discussion [47,56,81–85]. In addition, there are two other integral LUM measures: the
balance index and the Herfindahl–Hirschman index (HHI) [86,87].

Although these measures are calculated using different formulas, their connotations
and results are very similar. For example, Eck and Koomen et al. found that there was
almost no essential difference between the results calculated using the entropy index and
the HHI index after standardization [88]. Overall, although the integral index is relatively
easy to calculate, it has many inherent drawbacks. On one hand, it cannot reveal changes
at the local scale because the spatial pattern of land use is “averaged” in the integral index;
on the other hand, the integral index is sensitive to the size of the analysis unit [89].

3.3.2. Divisional Measures

In contrast, the divisional measure is sensitive to the change of land use patterns
within the research scope, and we can observe the distribution pattern of land use from
a local scale [76]. There are six commonly used divisional measures, as follows [35]:
(1) Divisional measurements using buffers: this index is centered on the point of interest,
which can determine the impact range of land use through the buffer zone and avoid
a series of problems caused by the arbitrary administrative boundaries. (2) Atkinson
index: this index corrects the imbalance measure by assigning weight to each kind of land
use/function. (3) Clustering index: this index reflects the degree of clustering or mixing
of specific land uses/functions. The distance parameter is included in the measurement
process to consider the spatial relationship between divisions. (4) Dissimilarity index:
this index mainly reflects the similarity degree between the result performance of the
subdivision and the whole area in the distribution of different land uses or functions, that is,
it can be used to measure the evenness of land use/function distribution among different
divisions. (5) Exposure index: it reveals the interaction between two land uses/functions.
(6) The Gini index can be used to measure the balance of land uses or functions between
different divisions, which is similar to the dissimilarity index [90].

In essence, the above two categories of measures mainly focus on the two LUM char-
acteristics, namely, the two basic characteristic parameters summarized by Song et al.:
quantity and distance [35]. In addition, some other scholars choose the concept of “ac-
cessibility” to reflect the proximity of different land uses or functions. Abdullahi et al.
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and Shariff et al. claimed that the traditional diversity-based LUM measures have certain
disadvantages and the proximity parameter can be introduced for further analysis [12,91].
In this regard, some scholars have added a proximity parameter into the quantitative
measurement of land use mix [75,92–94].

3.4. Influential Factors and Effects of LUM
3.4.1. Influential Factors of LUM

Different patterns and intensities of land use are often determined by complex, influ-
ential factors [95], and the same is true for land use mix. Generally speaking, the influential
factors can be divided into three categories: physical factors, socioeconomic factors, and
policy factors.

(1) Physical Factors

Physical factors affecting land use refer to the resource endowment of the land use unit
and its physical environmental conditions [95], such as plot size, shape, terrain, geological
conditions, location, traffic conditions, etc. By analyzing the residential LUM in the Tai‘an
and Wanhua districts of Taipei, Jung-Tsong Hsu found that the frontage road widths,
building forms, adjacency of the CBD, and street corners were important and influential
factors of commercial and residential LUM [96]. Chih-Hung Hsu also obtained similar
outcomes through regression analysis and canonical correlation analysis. Factors such as
the street size and frontage road width could affect the LUM pattern and situation [97]. In
addition, traffic conditions would also significantly affect the pattern and intensity of land
use mix. Many studies have shown that accessibility is one of the most important factors
affecting the formation of different land use patterns [98]. For land use mix, accessibility is
also an important factor [99]. In this regard, some scholars have used regression methods
to prove that the spatial accessibility characteristics of the overall road network structure
have an important influence on the LUM pattern [13,97]. Cervero and Kang et al. and Jun
discussed the impact of BRT (bus rapid transit) on land use change and land value, and
the results showed that the distance from the nearest bus station and the distance from
the nearest subway station were important influencing factors [100,101]. Yahsuan Wu also
confirmed that the distance to the nearest subway station and the distance to the nearest
bus station had a significant impact on LUM by using a geographically weighted regression
model [102].

(2) Socioeconomic Factors

The socioeconomic factor is one of the main perspectives for exploring land use and
urban spatial structure. Generally, it includes demographic characteristics, industrial
structure, income level, land price, regional culture, and other characteristic factors. Talen
believed that socioeconomic factors would affect the LUM, so she chose income, race,
age, household type, and housing tenure as the basic factors. The least square method
(OLS) and maximum likelihood method (ML) were used to test the correlation between the
five factors and mixed diversity [92]. The study also showed that, before the guidance of
planning, LUM was a natural urban development state, which is slowly formed under the
drive of the daily needs of residents. Taking Taiwan as an example, Liren Yang found that
LUM was largely influenced by certain social and economic factors, including the economic
structure of the traditional family, the surplus labor force of the family, the organizational
structure of the family, and the balance between production and life needs [103]. Jung-
Tsong Hsu also pointed out that the size of commercial areas is also one of the important
factors affecting LUM in residential areas [96]. Yaolin Chang and Shuwei Huang further
considered factors such as population, residential areas, and commercial areas to explore
the impact on the temporal and spatial changes of LUM [13,104]. In the process of exploring
the LUM influential mechanism, Wanjung Tsai further introduced the “CBD Ratio” index,
which reflects the vitality of the regional economy through the development intensity of
different business types.
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(3) Policy Factors

Many scholars believe that policies and regulations are also important factors affecting
land use change [105]. For LUM, a strong policy foundation is also essential [106]; without
effective policy guidance, many mixed-use projects would be difficult to implement [107].
However, at present, many countries (regions) have not clearly put forward their land use
mix policies or regulations. For example, the land use regulations of Illinois and the zoning
regulations of Cleveland in the United States do not include the enforcement regulations
related to land use mix [108]. Moreover, single-use development is advocated in Dutch local
zoning plans and Canadian general development plans, which have created considerable
obstacles and restrictions for LUM [8,61]. Of course, many developed countries (regions)
have made successful attempts. The concept of “White Sites” in Singapore was put forward
and implemented by the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) in 1995. Based on this
policy, developers can flexibly decide the nature of land use. It also allows the mixed
use of various functional uses [109]. The statutory plan system in Hong Kong is another
successful LUM example; it provides for one dominant use and permits other related uses
to ensure land use compatibility and mixing [110]. In Taiwan, a land use zoning system is
implemented to stipulate the control contents of different uses, such as land use types and
intensity [13,97,99,111].

Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that the influential factors of mixed
land use include physical factors, socioeconomic factors, and policy factors (See Table 3).
Among them, physical factors mainly include street area, frontage road width, location,
accessibility, and other factors, which mainly emphasize the differences in resource endow-
ments and physical environments within each street or district. The socioeconomic factors
mainly reflect the differences in social and economic development backgrounds among
streets, districts, or even cities, which are mainly composed of demographic characteristics,
industrial structure, income, land price, commercial development level, and other related
factors. As for policies and regulations, it reflects the influence of relevant policies and
regulations of the government on land use, which is mainly composed of whether there
are corresponding land use mix policies, compatibility guidance policies, and land use
zoning policies.

Table 3. Influential factors of land use mix.

Category Factors Sources

Physical

street size/area [96,97,112]
frontage road width [13,96,97,104,111,112]

location [96,112]
accessibility [100,101]

Socioeconomic

demographic characteristics [13,96,97,104]
industrial structure [96]

income [92,96]
land price [96]

commercial development level [96,97]

Policy
land use mix policies/regulations [13,96,97]

land use compatibility policies/regulations [76]
land use zoning policies/regulations [13,96,97]

3.4.2. Effects of LUM

As stated by Grant, land use mix is part of the urban sustainable development strategy,
and its effects can be expected [33]. In its planning policy statement, the UK government
pointed out that the promotion of the land use mix strategy can bring a series of effects,
including reducing the travel demand of residents, increasing the utilization rate of public
transport, improving the diversity of urban development, and promoting the vitality of
the city [15,61,73]. In general, LUM may bring a series of positive effects, which can be
summarized as socioeconomic effects and travel-related effects. Of course, every coin has
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two sides. If the planning and management are not properly done, the LUM may also cause
certain negative effects.

(1) Positive: socioeconomic effects

Land use mix means that it is necessary to integrate a variety of different uses/functions
(including two-dimensional and three-dimensional) to improve the efficiency of land use
in the context of relatively high-density development [111]. Intuitively, LUM will bring
higher land values and increase output [96]. Of course, the impact of LUM on land prices
and housing prices should be said to be the most direct reflection. In the study of the
relationship between LUM and housing price, many scholars hold the view that LUM will
cause a decline in housing prices. In this regard, Song and Knaap found that LUM can
also improve housing prices as long as reasonable planning and design are adopted [11].
Yuhsin Tsai et al. took the TOD stations in Taipei City as an example to conduct an in-depth
study on the relationship between LUM and housing price, and the results also showed
that moderate LUM could increase the price of residential land [113]. In the process of
exploring the influencing factors of residential land values, some scholars have found
that the mixed diversity of land use has a significant positive impact on residential land
values [114]. Sifan Zhao also found that LUM policies can improve the production of land
resources in this region. Under the rational allocation of land uses/functions, the output
can also be further increased [115,116]. Some other scholars have also confirmed that
certain agglomeration and input–output benefits can be obtained through high-density and
efficient land use/function organization [117,118]. In addition, for local governments, the
primary reason to promote the LUM strategy is to increase the government’s tax revenue.
For example, Horton Plaza in San Diego, Southern California, contributes USD 12 million
in tax revenue to the government every year [13,96].

In addition, LUM will also contribute to the construction of a good social environ-
ment. When the government works for the public good, its goal is to create a good social
environment, and the LUM strategy is one of the possible solutions [96]. In many urban
development practices, local governments would adopt the LUM strategy in the process
of urban renewal, introducing multiple uses or functions, such as housing, work, leisure,
and entertainment, to revitalize decayed areas [119,120]. Some studies have also found
that LUM will affect the suitability of residential environments [121–124]. Nabil and El-
dayem et al. took the concept of social capital as a starting point and found that with the
improvement of the LUM degree, the social capital in the region would also accumulate,
thus creating the prerequisite for sustainable urban development [9]. Moreover, another
issue closely related to LUM is home–work separation. Driven by the market mechanism,
different land uses/functions will find the best location in a space through a reasonable
combination layout, which forms a large number of home–work separation phenomena.
In this regard, some scholars believe that LUM is one of the feasible solutions [125,126].
At the same time, according to the report of the British Department of Environment, the
LUM strategy will promote the improvement of urban diversity and vitality, thus creating
a relatively more comfortable and secure social environment [15,61].

(2) Positive: travel-related effects

For a long time, the interactive relationship between transportation and land use
has attracted the attention of many scholars. The idea of land use mix was put forward
to a large extent to improve the convenience of the daily travel of residents [9]. Under
the guidance of the traditional idea of functional zoning, residents have mostly relied on
cars, which is not conducive to the development of walking and bicycle lanes and public
transportation systems, and the form of land use tends to be simple. In contrast, guided
by the LUM idea, it is conducive to the rational development of the city, and the urban
transport system tends to be compounded (walking, cycling, public transport, driving,
and other modes co-exist) [125]. LUM helps to shorten the distance between the starting
point and the end point of travel, thus reducing the average travel time and dependence on
cars and replacing them with walking, cycling, and public transport [9,127–131]. Robert
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Cervero et al. further confirmed that the use of public transport in mixed-use centers is
5–10% higher than that in single-use centers [81,87].

It is generally believed that the land use pattern will affect the urban transporta-
tion system [132,133]. For LUM, it mainly affects the travel behavior of urban residents.
As a typical city with a high population density, Hong Kong adopted a combination
of rail transit and LUM to realize development with minimal land resources and to en-
sure the high accessibility of the urban transportation system [134]. Pocheng Hsiao took
Taipei City as an example to discuss the impact of LUM on residents’ travel frequency
and mode of travel [135]. It was found that the traditional development mode of home–
work separation increased the average travel frequency of residents to a certain extent
as well as the load of the traffic system. There are scholars who take different views.
Junfang Li et al. conducted an empirical study in Tokyo, Japan, and found that LUM had
a weak impact on the passenger flow of rail transit stations [136]. In general, the effects
of LUM on travel can be summarized as follows: (1) LUM can take care of about 1% of
residents’ travel needs; (2) the LUM development mode is more intensive and suitable for
high-density urban development scenarios; (3) LUM can promote the orderly allocation of
various land uses/functions, take into account the daily travel needs of residents, and thus
improve the attractiveness of cities [96].

(3) Negative: chaos and conflict

Although the LUM can bring many positive effects, it is not a panacea. Disorderly
and excessive LUM may lead to the mutual exclusion of different uses/functions, thus
causing the deterioration of living environments and ultimately affecting the security, con-
venience, and comfort of cities [137]. To be specific, the negative effects of LUM are mainly
reflected in two aspects: on one hand, the mixture of incompatible land uses/functions
often causes certain “conflicts”. For example, it is well known that the placement of
industrial uses in residential areas can have a significant negative effect. Therefore, in
urban development planning, various control systems (such as land use zoning) should be
adopted to isolate incompatible uses/functions to ensure the improvement of the social
environment and vitality [97]. In this regard, Grant also pointed out that compatibility is
one of the core contents of land use mix, and without such consideration, certain negative
effects will emerge [17]. From the perspective of urban residents, it is mainly reflected as
a “Not-In-My-Back-Yard (NIMBY)” effect. This effect is caused by the phenomenon of
“incompatible” land uses or functions, which leads to the aversion of many residents to the
LUM mode [33,138,139]. Therefore, it is essential to consider compatibility or externality
characteristics in the study of land use mix [74,76,77]. On the other hand, blindly pursuing
mixed diversity can easily go to the other extreme, that is, it can cause disorder and chaos
in land uses or functions. As Kevin Lynch said, an excessive pursuit of diversity in the
LUM strategy will only lead to a chaotic development state [140]. Therefore, in the devel-
opment strategy of land use mix, comprehensive consideration should be made based on
the background of social and economic development and the nature of land use rather than
treating it as an “independent” policy [61].

In addition to the economic and social benefits mentioned above, environmental bene-
fits are also an indispensable part of LUM. Only by achieving the balance and unity of the
three can the comprehensive benefits be maximized. However, environmental benefits are
often not intuitively reflected but are accompanied by the realization of economic and social
benefits. On one hand, while improving land use efficiency, LUM will relatively reduce
the occupation of ecological land, thus avoiding the loss of environmental benefits. On the
other hand, LUM will reduce residents’ dependence on motor vehicles and reduce energy
consumption and environmental pollution while reducing the demand for transportation.

Based on the above analysis, LUM has both positive and negative impacts on the
urban environment. What we should do is enlarge the positive effects and effectively avoid
the possible negative effects. Firstly, from the perspective of the social economy, LUM
can improve the efficiency and intensity of land use so as to improve the value of land or
property and increase tax revenues. At the same time, LUM can improve the vitality of the
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urban environment by integrating public service facilities. Secondly, from the perspective
of transportation, LUM effectively reduces the travel needs of urban residents and their
dependence on cars and replaces them with complex travel modes such as walking, cycling,
and public transportation. Finally, from the perspective of negative effects, LUM may result
in incompatibility between uses/functions as well as chaotic urban spatial patterns caused
by the excessive pursuit of diversity. Taking these three perspectives into consideration,
LUM can integrate different types of uses or functions and increase their diversity under
the condition of compatibility so as to improve the comprehensive social, economic, and
environmental benefits of urban space and achieve sustainable urban development (see
Figure 3).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

To clarify the research status of land use mix, it is expected to provide beneficial guid-
ance for sustainable urban development. This study has conducted a literature review from
four aspects, including ideological evolution, conceptual models, quantitative measures,
and influential factors and effects. On this basis, the following conclusions are summarized:

4.1. Theoretical Framework Lags Behind

With the rapid development of the social economy, a large number of land use mix
phenomena have appeared in major cities. However, the existing academic research on
this is mostly sporadic, with a lack of systematic discussion, which also causes ineffective
guidance in the process of urban development. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a
theoretical framework for land use mix. Of course, the construction of a theoretical frame-
work is not accomplished overnight. On one hand, it requires a very clear understanding of
the practical problems. On the other hand, it is necessary to refine the existing framework
or basic theory. In other words, only through the scientific connection between theory
and practice can we construct an effective theoretical framework and realize the scientific
guidance of land use mix.
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4.2. Mixing or Zoning?

Both scholars and planners have generally accepted or tacitly accepted the conclusion
that “mixing” and “zoning” are sets of opposing concepts. However, we think that the
two theories have advantages and disadvantages and are complementary to each other.
From the perspective of ideological evolution, this process conforms to the law of “negation
of negation”, in Hegel’s dialectics. In other words, it is an upward spiral process from
“affirmation” to “negation” and then to “negation of negation”. Therefore, the modern land
use mix idea is not a simple repetition of the early idea but a critical inheritance of the early
“mixing” and “zoning” ideas, which combines the advantages of the two and makes up
for their respective deficiencies. In fact, many successful samples of land use mix are also
formed on the basis of urban functional zoning. Therefore, in the specific study of land use
mix, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth exploration of land use mix and not to ignore
the impact of functional zoning.

4.3. Reconstructing a Conceptual Model

Through the discussion and analysis above, it can be seen that the concept and objective
of LUM are fuzzy, and no consensus has yet been reached. The ambiguity of the concept
has brought many obstacles to further research. Research on the quantitative measurements
and influencing mechanisms of land use mix should be carried out from this point of view.
In view of this, it is very necessary to put forward a set of operational conceptual models as
a guide. Specifically, on the basis of Alan’s model and Eric and Erik’s model, combined with
the conceptual connotation of LUM, a set of possible new conceptual models is proposed. It
is composed of dimension, scale, and texture, which are used to locate the research objective,
determine the grain and extent, and reflect the characteristic texture. Specifically, in the
process of quantitative research, it is necessary to take a position from the perspective of
dimension and scale, according to the research objectives and background, and then reflect
the characteristics of LUM through various spatial texture parameters. As for the spatial
texture characteristic, in addition to the “quantity” and “distance” parameters proposed by
Song, Merlin, and Rodriguez [35], it is necessary to add the “attribute” parameter to fully
reflect the essential characteristics of land use mix [77].

4.4. Unclear Influencing Mechanism

According to our review of existing research, it is found that the quantitative research
of LUM by scholars at present mainly focuses on the measurement aspect, which belongs
to the descriptive method of geography. However, as David Harvey argued in his book
“Explanation in Geography”, the study of geographical phenomena should consist of
two processes, namely, description and interpretation [141], as well as the land use mix
phenomenon. However, there are few studies on the causes and influencing factors of land
use mix. Therefore, it is necessary to further explore the influencing mechanism behind the
land use mix phenomenon on the basis of quantitative measurements so as to provide a
better reference for planners and decision-makers.
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